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In the next few months,
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registration certificates
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January 2011 marks the one-year anniversary of the Motor Vehicle
industry leaders discuss the impact that
the MVDA has had on the industry thus far.

Read more inside

2010 Consumer Awareness
Campaign a Success
OMVIC’s 2010 consumer awareness campaign – The RIGHT WAY to BUY –
has come to a successful end. The campaign involved print, radio, online,
out-of-home (billboard, transit shelters) advertising and PR efforts.
It is estimated that Ontarians were exposed to the campaign’s key
messages 121 million times through these initiatives.
OMVIC’s campaign could be
seen and heard throughout the
province with Carey Smith,
Director of Investigations for
OMVIC, discussing how to
avoid curbsiders and the
consumer protection
available to consumers
when they buy from
an Ontario-registered
dealer.
Did you see the campaign
in your area? Let us know.
Contact:
Rob Kirsic,
Communications Assistant,
at 416-512-3525 or

Curbsiders Lurk Online
Selling a Vehicle Online?
A recent study by the Used Car Dealers
Association (UCDA) suggests that
19 per cent of private online classified
ads may be posted by curbsiders.
The study, conducted from August 1
to October 31, 2010, looked at more
than 76,000 Ontario vehicle ads from
three classified websites – Kijiji,
autoTRADER.ca and AutoCatch.com.
“There has been a shift in the
way that people are buying and
selling vehicles – Ontarians
are now turning to unregulated
online marketplaces because
they are simple, easy and free,”
says Bob Beattie, Executive
Director of the UCDA.
The study found that the site
with the most curbsiders is
Kijiji – of all curbsiders
advertising vehicles for sale,
an incredible 76 per cent of the
curbsiders identiﬁed in
this study were advertising on
this online classiﬁed site.
Past Studies
“We’ve seen almost no change
in the number of curbsiders.
Since our studies began in 1986,
we’ve found that the percentage
of curbsiders always ranged
between 18 and 25 per cent.
The number of curbsiders out

there is most likely higher
than this because most sellers
either don’t advertise all of their
vehicles or don’t advertise
at all,” says Beattie.
Registered Curbsiding
Carey Smith, OMVIC’s Director
of Investigations, is not
surprised by the incidence
of repeat phone numbers,
the smoking gun of illegal
activity. “Unfortunately, our
investigations reveal that a
signiﬁcant percentage of these
kinds of ads are actually placed
by dealers and salespeople
who are posing as private
individuals – a practice that
we refer to as ‘registered
curbsiding.’” Smith reminds
registrants that failing to identify
yourself as a dealer is also an

Ontarians are now turning to unregulated
online marketplaces to buy their vehicles.
Bob Beattie, Executive Director of the UCDA

offence under the Motor Vehicle
Dealers Act and is also subject
to prosecution. “We certainly
appreciate the work done by
the UCDA in conducting these
studies – it helps to highlight
the perils of buying through the
classiﬁeds and the importance of
buying from a registered dealer.”
PENALTIES FOR CURBSIDING
AS HIGH AS

493,750

$

and JAIL TIME OF UP TO ONE YEAR

OMVIC takes curbsiding
seriously and will aggressively
follow up on curbsiding tips.
OMVIC routinely charges
curbsiders and registered
dealers that fail to properly
identify themselves. Over the
years, hundreds of curbsiders
have been charged and penalties
imposed by the court have
ranged as high as $493,750 and
jail time of up to one year.

CHANGES TO

Registration
Certificates
and Renewal
Notices
We are pleased to announce
that within a few months,
OMVIC will be sending out all
registration certificates and
renewal notices on a daily
basis instead of on a weekly
or monthly basis. We will
be able to produce duplicate
renewal notices the same day
and duplicate certificates the
following business day.
Also, within the next few
months we will be sending
renewal notices to you via
email. Renewals for dealers
and salespeople will be sent to
the email address we have on
file for the dealership. If you
do not have a dealership email
address on file with OMVIC
or if you’d like to change your
dealership email address,
please complete and submit
the Business Change Notice
available on our website at
omvic.on.ca. You are only
required to complete
Section A, indicate your
email address in Section C,
sign and return the form.
There is no fee for updating
your information.
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The MVDA’s One-Year
Anniversary
Over the past 40 years,
Industry Insiders:
no piece of legislation
Bob Beattie,
has had the impact that
Executive Director
and Warren Barnard, Legal Service
the Motor Vehicle
s Director
Dealers Act (MVDA) has
Association:
Used Car Dealers Association (UC
had on the vehicle sales
DA)
industry. Two industry
insiders – Bob Beattie
and Warren Barnard of the Used Car Dealers Association (UCDA)
– weigh in on the impact that the MVDA has had so far.
According to Beattie, the MVDA
presented the biggest challenge the
industry has ever faced. Within one
year, the legislation overhauled the
industry and brought major change.
As expected, it took dealers a while to
grow accustomed to the new
regulations, but they have met
the challenge presented to them
by the MVDA.
Beattie and Barnard both agree that
dealers who purchase from auctions
have benefited greatly from the MVDA
during the last year. “The major area
that dealers have benefited are at
auctions – dealers now have the added
confidence that they are getting the
information that they need to disclose
to consumers,” claims Barnard.
“It’s a chain reaction; if the dealers
don’t receive the information at the
beginning of the chain, they will not be
able to deliver it to the end of the
chain,” adds Beattie. In other words,
if dealers don’t receive the vehicle
history information when they
purchase the vehicle, they will not

be able to provide the consumer with
this information. It’s a win-win
situation because both parties,
the dealer and the consumer,
know what they are getting.
Another change that came with the
MVDA was the all-in pricing
requirement. “All-in pricing is now
standard in the industry and most
dealers have accepted it,” says
Beattie. Dealers are now finding
themselves on a level playing field
with their competition.
Although dealers continue to
show concern over the fact that
manufacturers do not have to meet the
advertising requirements in the MVDA,
Beattie and Barnard both agree that
the MVDA has resulted in positive
change for the industry. The MVDA
and the stricter penalties for
curbsiders have assisted in adding
value in buying from Ontario’s
registered dealers and consumers
have been able to recognize that value.

Industry Insiders Give YOU the Inside Scoop
Geoff Wilkinson, Executive Director of the
Ontario Automobile Dealer Association
(OADA) has seen first-hand the impact
that the Motor Vehicle Dealers Act (MVDA)
has had on registered dealers and OADA
members. Wilkinson looks back with
The Dealer Standard on the last
12 months of the MVDA.

Industry Insiders:
Geoff Wilkinson,
Executive Director
Association:
Ontario Automobile Dealer Associa
tion

helping to raise the integrity of the industry. It is however
frustrating at times for new automobile dealers when
they are being asked to change industry practices they
have never had an issue with, either themselves or with
their customers.”

Before the legislation was even introduced, a number
of associations worked hard to prepare dealers.
“OADA, OMVIC and other trade associations did a
great job in preparing dealers in advance of the
January 1 launch. They educated them on the new
MVDA regulations and the impact that it would have
on their dealerships,” says Wilkinson.

The new advertising requirements have brought the
most significant changes. “There are still some areas of
concern around the clear, comprehensible and prominent
definition within advertising and some dealers are more
reluctant to advertise price because of those tougher
regulations,” admits Wilkinson.

OMVIC worked with its stakeholders to clarify some
of the areas of the MVDA that required interpretation.
“Dealers had to become accustomed quickly and make
those processes part of their best business practices in
order to comply with the new regulations. There have
been some hiccups along the way. I’d say it is still a
work in progress, as we continue dialogue with OMVIC
on interpreting the regulations, all the while trying to
maintain industry best practices already in place prior
to the new regulations,” concedes Wilkinson.
“The legislation is very aggressive,” continues Wilkinson,
“in terms of its disclosure and the transparency
requirements when compared to other jurisdictions.
It involves a big commitment from the dealers but
most OADA members have been supportive.
Dealers understand that OMVIC is there to weed
out the bad apples in the industry barrel. They are

THE DEALER
STANDARD IS
GOING GREEN

(OADA)

There are now more tools and resources than ever
before to help identify curbsiders and there is tough
legislation and even tougher penalties. “This is the
opportunity we’ve been waiting for to really crack
down on curbsiders, especially those who lurk online
on marketplaces, such as classified ads and newer
mediums like Kijiji and Craigslist,” says Wilkinson.
Wilkinson believes that the MVDA will help to improve
the integrity of the motor vehicle dealer industry.
“Although there are some items we may disagree with,
OADA is supportive of the spirit of the new regulations
and supportive of OMVIC’s role of improving the integrity
of the automobile dealer industry.”

Help OMVIC go green. Dealers and salespeople who
have supplied their email address to OMVIC will receive
The Dealer Standard via email. To receive future issues
of The Dealer Standard via email, please send your
email address to omvic@omvic.on.ca.
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BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

A New Year, A New Look
OMVIC’s consumer website –
Buy With Conﬁdence – has
been revamped. The new site
includes additional information
and resources, which are of value
to both consumers and dealers.
The new user-friendly layout
helps visitors to easily and quickly
navigate through the site.

Coming Soon!
This year OMVIC will introduce new
accessibility features, which will allow
visitors to modify the website’s text size,
colours and more in order to meet their
personal viewing needs.

The site will soon be available in the
following languages: English, French,
Italian, Chinese (Cantonese) and Punjabi.

Left to right: Accessible site;
new tools and resources;
Cantonese-language site.

Check out:
BuyWithConﬁdence.ca
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Newcomers Learn the

RIGHT WAY to BUY a Vehicle
OMVIC successfully launched its new public
awareness seminar series aimed at newcomers
to Canada during the summer of 2010.
Newcomers Vulnerable
to Curbsiders

Anecdotal research reveals that newcomers to
Canada are the most vulnerable to curbsiders.
They are often unfamiliar with the language, laws
and norms of Canadian society. These cultural
differences become “barriers” and some
newcomers may enter vehicle contracts without
understanding them and end up being ripped off,
even by people from within their ethno-cultural
communities.
Through the seminars, newcomers relayed to
OMVIC their daily struggles as they try to establish
themselves in their new country with its unfamiliar
culture and norms.
Community Impact

“The information that these seminars provide to
newcomers is invaluable. They can use the
information they are given as a tool to protect
themselves from curbsiders and con artists.
Despite extensive consumer protection in Canada,
there are people out there who are waiting to take
advantage of newcomers. The Malton Newcomer
Information Centre is committed to providing

The information that these seminars
provide to newcomers is invaluable.
Carlos Ruiz, Malton Newcomer Information Centre

first-hand information to newcomers through events
like OMVIC’s vehicle-buying seminar in order to help
them make a smooth transition to Canada,” said
Carlos Ruiz, Malton Newcomer Information Centre.
OMVIC has prepared these seminars in more than
10 languages and plans to continue to partner with
newcomer centres throughout 2011.
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